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SignatureAnalysis:A New DigitalField
ServiceMethod
ln a digitalinstrumentdesignedfor troubleshooting
by
signatureanalysis,thismethodcan find the components
responsiblefor well over 99"/oof all failures,even
intermittentones,withoutremovingcircuitboardsfrom
the instrument.
by RobertA. Frohwerk
ITH THE ADVENT OF MICROPROCBSSORS
and highly complex LSI (large-scaleintegrated) circuits, the engineer troubleshooting digital
systemsfinds himself dealing more with long digital
data patterns than with waveforms. As packaging
density increasesand the use of more LSI circuits
leavesfewer test points available,the data streamsat
the available test points can become very complex.
The problem is how to apply somesuitable stimulus to
the circuit and analyze the resulting data patterns to
locate the faulty component so that it can be replaced
and the circuit board returned to service.
The search for an optimal troubleshooting algorithm to find failing componentson digital circuit
boards has taken many directions, but all of the approaches tried have had at least one shortcoming.
Somesimply do not test a realistic set of input conditions, while others perform well at detecting logical
errors and stuck nodes but fail to detect timingrelated problems. Test systemscapable of detecting
one-half to two-thirds of all possible errors occurring
in a circuit have been consideredquite good. These
systemstend to be large, for factory-baseduse only,
and computer-driven,requiring program support and
software packets and hardware interfaces for each
type of board to be tested. Field troubleshooting,
beyond the logic-probe capability to detect stuck
nodes, has been virtually neglected in favor of board
exchange programs.
The problem seemsto be that test systemshave too
often been an afterthought. The instrument designer
leaves the test procedure to a production test engineer, who seeksa general-purposesolution because
he lacks the time to handle each case individually.
Obviously it would be better if the instrument designer provided for field troubleshooting in his original design. Who knows a circuit better than its original designer?Who has the greatestinsight as to how
to test it? And what better time to modify a circuit to
accommodateeasytesting than beforethe circuit is in
production?
P n n t e d' r U S A

NewTools Needed
But here another problem arises:what do we offer
the circuit designer for tools? A truly portable test
instrument, since field troubleshooting is our goal,
would be a passive device that merely looked at a
circuit and told us why it was failing. The tool would
provide no stimulus, require little software support,
and have accuracy at least as great as that of
computer-driven factory-basedtest systems.

ta

Cover: Ihose strange-tooklng strings of four alphanumeric characterson the
instrument's
displayand the
schematicdiagramare signatures,and the instrument
is the 50044SignatureAnalyzer,a troubleshooting
tool

' I ,;';:rrllrir:".\it for field repair of digital sys"
tems. With a failing sysfem operating in a self-

stimulatingtestmode,theservicepersonprobes
variousfest polnts,lookingfor incorrectsignaturedisplaysthatcanpointto faultycomponents.
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If a tester provides no stimulus, then the circuit
under test must be self-stimulating. Whereas this
seemedeither impossible or at best very expensivein
the past, a self-stimulating circuit is not out of the
question now. More and more designs are microprocessor-orientedor ROM-driven, so self-stimulus,
in the form of read-only memory, is readily available
and relatively inexpensive.
By forcing a limitation on software,we have eliminated the capability to stop on the first failure and
must use a burst-mode test. Another restriction we
will impose is that the device under test must be
synchronous,in the sensethat at the time the selected
clock signal occurs the data is valid; not an unfair
condition by any means,and it will be justified in the
article beginning on page 15.
There are only a few known methods for compressing the data for a multiple-bit burst into a form that
can be handled easily by a portable tester without an
undue amount of software.One method used in large
systems is transition counting. Another method, a
much more efficient data compressiontechnique borrowed from the telecommunicationsfield, is the cyclic redundancy check (CRC)code,a sort of checksum,
produced by a pseudorandom binary sequence
(PRBS)generator.
A troubleshooting method and a portable instrument basedon this conceptturns out to be the answer
we ale seeking.We call the method signatureanalysis
and the instrument the 5004A Signature Analyzer.
The instrument is describedin the article on page 9.
Here we will present the theory of the method and
show that it works, and works very well.
PseudorandomBinarySequences
A pseudorandombinary sequenceis, as implied, a
pattern of binary ones and zeros that appears to be
random. However, after some sequence length the
pattern repeats. The random-like selection of bits
provides nearly ideal statistical characteristics,yet
the sequencesare usable because of their predictability. A PRBS based upon an n-bit generator may
have any length up to 2n-1 bits beforerepeating.A
generator that repeats after exactly 2"-1 bits is
termed maximal length. Such a generator will produce all possible n-bit sequences,excluding a string
of n zeros. As an example, let us take the sequence:
000111101011001.
This is a fifteen-bit pattern produced by a four-bit maximal-length generator
(75:2a-7).If we were to wrap this sequencearound
on itself, we would notice that all possible non-zero
four-bit patterns occur once and only once, and then
the sequencerepeats.
To construct a PRBSgeneratgrwe look to the realm
of linear sequential circuits, which is where the
simplest generators reside mathematically. Here

there exist only two types of operating elements.The
first is a modulo-2 adder, also known as an exclusive-oRgate. The other element is a simple D-type
flip-flop, which being a memory element behaves
merely as a time delay of one clock period. By connecting flip-flops in series we construct a shiftregister as in Fig. 1, and by taking the outputs of
various flip-flops, exclusive-oRingthem, and feeding
the result back to the register input, we make it a
feedback shift register that will produce a pseudorandom sequence. With properly chosen feedback
taps, the sequence will be maximal length. The
fifteen-bit sequence above was produced by the
generatorin Fig. 1, with the flip-flops initially in the
0001 statesince the all-zerostateis disallowed.The
table in Fig. 1 shows the sequencein detail. The list
contains each of the sixteen ways of arranging four
bits, except four zeros.
If we take the samefeedbackshift register and provide it with an external input, as in Fig. 2, we can
overlay data onto the pseudorandom sequence.The
overlaid data disturbs the internal sequenceof the
generator.If we begin with an initial stateof all zeros
and supply a dataimpulse of tooo...,the result is the
same sequence as in Fig. 1 delayed by one clock
period.

Output - 000111101011001

Inltial state:

Cycle Or Qz Qg Qr
0
1 0 0 0

1
2
3

P 1= Q 1 @ Q a
1

1001
1101
1110

401111
510110
601011
710101
811010
901100
10 0 0
11
1 0
1201000
1300100
1400011
BeginsToRepeat:15 1 0

1
0

1
1

1
0

0

0

l

Fig. 1. Slgnafure analysis is a troubleshooting technique
that makes use of the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code,
a sort of checksum, produced by a pseudorandom binary
sequence (PRBS)generator.Shownhere is a feedback shift
registerthat generatesa 1S-bitPRBS.The outputsof the four
flipJlops go through all possible non-zero four-bit patterns
and then the sequence repeats.
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Flg,2. When the feedback shift register of Fig. 1 is provided
with an external input, data can be overlaid on the PRBS
generated by the circuit. Feeding data into a PRBSgenerator
ls lhe same as dividing the data by the characteristic polynomial of the generator.

Shift RegisterMathematics
A shift registermay be describedusing a transform
operator,D, defined such that X(0 : DX(t-1). Multiplying by D is equivalent to delaying data by one unit
of time. (Recall that we are concerned only about
synchronouslogic circuits.) In Fig. 2 the dataentering
the registeris the sum of samplestaken after one clock
period and four clock periods along with the input
data itself. Thus, the feedback equation may
be written asDaX(t)+ DX(0 * X(t) orsimplyXa+X*1.
It happens that feeding a data stream into a PRBS
generatoris equivalent to dividing the data streamby
the characteristicpolynomial of the generator.Forthe
particular implementation of the feedbackshift register considered here the characteristic polynomial isX4+X3+1, which is the reverseof the feedbackequation. Fig. 2 shows the register along with longhand
division of the impulse data stream(100...).Keep in
mind that in modulo-2 arithmetic, addition and subtraction are the same and there is no carry. It can be
seenthat the quotient is identical to the pattern in Fig,
1 and repeatsafter fifteen bits (the "1." in the remainder starts the sequenceagain).
Becausethe shift register with exclusive-on feedback is a linear sequential cfcuit it gives the same
weight to each input bit. A nonlinear circuit, on the
other hand, would contain such combinatorial devices as AND gates, which are not modulo-2 operators and which would cancelsomeinputs basedupon
prior bits. In other words a linear polynomial is one

forwhich P(X+Y) : P(X) + P(Y).Takethe exampleof
Fig. 3, where the three different bit streams X, Y,
and X+Y are fed to the samePRBSgenerator.Notice
that the output sequencesfollow the above relationship, that is, Q(X+Y) : Q(X) + Q(Y). Also, notice
that Y is a single impulse bit delayed in time with respect to the other sequencesand the only difference
betweenX and X*Y is that single bit. Yet, Q(X+Y)
looks nothing like Q(X). Indeed, if we stop after entering only twenty bits of the sequencesand compare
the remainders, or the residues in the shift register,
they would be: R(X+Y) : 0100, R(X) : 0111.
Error Detectionby PRBSGenerator
Looking at this example in another manner, we
can think of X as a valid input data streamand X + Y
as an erroneous input with Y being the error sequence.We will prove later that any single-bit error,
regardlessof when it occurs,will always be detected
by stopping the register at any time and comparing
the remainder bits (four in this case)with what they
should be. This error detection capability is independent of the length of the input sequence.In the example of Fig. 3, R(X+Y) differs from the correct R(X),
and the effect of the error remains even though the
error has disappearedmany clock periods ago.
Let us stop for a moment to recall our original goal.
We are searchingfor a simple data compressionalgorithm that would be efficient enough to be usable in a
field service instrument tester. As such it was to require only minimal hardware and software support.

x+Y = 101 110 101010 101010 10

O(x+Y) = 000 011 011 010 000 011 00
R(X+Y)= 0100
X = 1 0 10 1 0 1 0 10 1 0 1 0 10 1 0 1 0

Y = 000 100 000 000 000 000 00

R(X)= s111

O(Y1= 9gg 000 011 110 '101100 10
R(Y)= gs11
Q(x +Y) = A(x) + O(Y)

Flg.3, Three different input data sequences fed to the same
PRBS generator produce very different output sequences
even though the input sequences differ by only one bit. If
the generators are stopped at some time and the pafterns
remaining in the flipJlops are compared, they are also different.Theseremainderpatternsare cal/ed signatures.They
show the effects of an error sequence Y added to a data
stream X even when the error occurs onlv once in a lono measurementwindow.

We have now found such an algorithm. If the circuit
designer arrangeshis synchronous circuit so as to provide clock and gate signals that produce a repeatable
cycle for testing,then the feedbackshift registeris the
passive device that we need to accumulate the data
from a node in the instrument under test. By tracing
through an instrument known to be good, the designer merely annotateshis schematic,labeling each
test point with the contents of the shift register at the
end of the measurementcycle, and uses this information later to analyze a failing circuit. Becausethis
PRBSresidue depends on every bit that has entered
the generator,it is an identifying characteristicof the
data stream. We have chosen to call it a signoture.
The processof annotating schematicswith good signaturesas an aid in troubleshooting circuits that produce bad signatures has been termed signoture
onolysis.

ErrorsDetectedby SignatureAnalysis
We have claimed that any single-bit error will always be detectedby a PRBSgenerator.But how about
multiple errors? Also, our goal was to maintain
error detection capability at least as good as existing
methods. Earlier mention was made of transition
counting, which appearsto be the only other method
that could easily be made portable. To show how
signature analyis stands up against transition
counting requires a mathematical discussion of
the error detection capabilities of these methods.
Take first the PRBS.
Assume X is a data stream of m bits. P is an n-bit
PRBS generator,P-1 its inverse (P-1P : 1), Q is a
quotient and R the remainder.
(1)
P(x) : Q(x).2" + R(x).
Take another m-bit sequenceY that is not the same
as X and must therefore differ by another m-bit
error sequenceE such
ln"J * ,.
Now.
P(Y):Q(Y)"2"+R(Y)
so,
P(X+E) : Q(X+E).2" + R(X+E).
But all operatorshere are linear, so
P(X) + P(E) : Q(X).2" + QG).zn + R(X) + R(E).
Subtracting (or adding, modulo 2) with equation
1 above,
(2)
P(E) : Q(E).2" + R(E).
However, if Y is to contain undetectableerrors,
R(Y) : R(x).
It follows that
R(Y) : R(x+E) : R(X) + R(E) : R(x),
R(E) : o.
Substituting into equation 2,
P(E) : Q(E).2",

and all undetectableerrors are found by
E: P-lQ(E).2".
(3)
For a single-bit error
E : D"(1)
where D is the delay operator,a is the period of the delay, and "1" is the impulse sequence1000...Substituting into (3),
D"(r) : P-1Q(Da(1)).2n.
D commutes with other linear operators,so
D " ( 1 ): D a P - I Q ( 1 ) ' 2 "
1: P-1Q(1).2"
P(r) : Q(1).2".
But by the original assumptions,
P(1):Q(1).2"+R(1)
and by addition

R(r): s.

However, it has beenshown by examplethat R(1) I 0.
Therefore,E +D^(7) and the set of undetectableerrors
E does not include single-bit errors; in other words,
a single-bit error is always detectable.(An intuitive
argument might conclude that a single-bit error
would always be detectedbecausethere would never
be another error bit to.cancel the feedback.)
To examine all undetectable errors as defined by
equation 3, it helps to consider a diagrammatical
representation,Fig. 4, of:
E: P-lQ(E).2".
Since X, Y, and E are all m-bit sequences,it follows
that Q'2n must be an m-bit sequencecontaining
n final zeros.Q thereforecontains (m-n) bits. Hence,
there are 2'-'sequences that map into the sameresidue as the correct sequence,and there are 2--t-1
error sequencesthat are undetectable becausethey
leavethe sameresidueas the correctsequence.2'sequencescan be generatedusing m bits and only one
of these is correct, so the probability of failing to
detect an error by a PRBSis

Prob(PRBS,
fail): -"",
:2--o-1

"@*Tr*

2^-7
For long sequences,large m,
Prob (PRBS,fail) - 112n.

x

R(Y) = 911;
ifEis
undetectable

o(e).e"

Flg.4, A diagrammatical representation of errors undetectable by signature analysis.For long data sequences the
probability of not detecting an error approaches 112',where
n is the number of tlipllops in the teedback shiftregister.

In summary, a feedback shift register of length n
will detect all errors in data streams of n or fewer bits,
because the entire sequence will remain in the register, R(X) : P(X). For data streams of greater than n
bits in length, the probability of detecting an error
using a PRBS is very near certainty even for generators of modest length. The errors not detected are
predictable and can be generated by taking all m-bit
sequenceswith n trailing zeros and acting upon such
sequencesby the inverse of the n-bit PRBS generator
polynomial P, that is
E : P-1(Q.2").
Furthermore, such error detection methods will always detect a single-bit error regardless of the length
of the data stream. It can also be proved that the only
undetectable error sequence containing two errors
such that the second cancels the effect of the first is
produced by separating the two errors by exactly
2n-1. zeros.l The one sequence of iength n*1 that
contains undetectable errors begins with an error
and then contains other errors that cancel each time
the original error is fed back.
Errors Detected by Transition Counting
It appears that signature analysis using a PRBS
generator is a difficult act to follow, but let us give
transition counting a chance. A transition counter
assumesan initial state of zero and increments at each
clock time for which the present data bit differs from
the previous bit. With a transition counter the probability of an undetected error, given that there is some
error, is:
Prob (Trnsn, Fail) : N,/N1,
:
where Nu
number of undetected errors and N, :
total number of errors. But

Nu: 5P",
wherep,. : Prob1r.ra"t"ll"aerrorsgivenr transitions). However,
Pr. : Nur'P.
where Nr. : number of undetected errors given r
transitions, and p. : Prob (counting r transitionsJ.
Reducing further,
N":
Nt - N"'
pr: N./N",
where Nc : number of ways of counting correctly
(:1), N, : total number of m-bit sequences, and
Nr : n'umber of ways of counting r transitions:

:;#,
N.:(T)
The binomial coefficient(p) expresses
the number
of ways of selectingfrom m things r at a time. Looking back to the original denominator,
Nt: N' - N"'

Putting all of this together,

i tt,-*.) (N./N")

Prob(Trnsn,Fail) : =---n-UOr,
m

> t(1')-rl[f)rzProb (Trnsn, Fail) :
2^-7
: tl\/ mn .

This is the probability of a transition counter's failing to detect an error in an m-bit sequence.
A similar argument finds the probability of the
specific case where a single-bit error is not detected
by a transition counter. There are 2'sequences of
m bits and any one of the m bits can be altered to produce a single-bit error, so that there are m.2* possible single-bit errors. To determine how many undetected single-bit errors exist, we must look at how
to generate them.
Upon considering the various ways of generating
single-bit errors that are undetectable, a few observations become obvious. We can never alter the final bit
of a sequence,because that would change the transition count by plus or minus one, which would be
detected. The only time we can alter a bit without
getting caught is when a transition is adjacent to a
double bi| that is, flipping the center bit in the patterns 001,011, 100, or 110 will not affect the transition count. In other words, the transition count for
. . . 0 X 1 . . .a n d . . . t X 0 . . . d o e s n o t d e p e n d o n t h e v a l u e
of X.
Since our transition counter assumes an initial
0 state, the first bit of the sequence, regardless of its
state, can be flipped without affecting the transition
count, provided that the second bit is a one, In this
case only the second of m bits is predetermined, i.e.,
bz: t, and there are 2--1 ways of completing the sequence. Any bit other than the first or last, that is,
the m-2 bits from b, through b-_r, can be altered
without affecting the transition count if the bit in
question is flanked by a zero on one side and a one on
the other. For a given bit b1 we have free choice of
m - t b i t s , s i n c e a s s o o n a s w e s e l e c t b 1 _ ,t h e n b 1 * , i s
forced to the opposite state.There are (m-2).2'-1
of these midstream errors. Adding the 2'-1 sequences where b, can be changed we have a total of
(m-1) '2'-1 sequences containing single-bit errors
that cannot be detected by a transition counter. But
earlier we showed that the total number of single-bit
errors was m.2-, hence the probability of failing
to detect a single-bit error is

clusive that the PRBS method puts on a good performance, and if we want it to do better we merely add
one more bit to the register to halve the rate of misses.
How Close Do We Want to Get?
We set out to find a means of instrument testing at
least as good as present computer-based methods.
These existing systems generally perform as well as
the engineer who adapts them to the circuit under
test. The task of adapting a circuit to be tested by signature analysis is very much the same as adapting to
any other tester-engineering
errors are assumed
constant. If the PRBS technique is used for backtracing to find faulty components in field service, then
the largest remaining block of human error is the
ability of the service person to recognize a faulty
signature.
It seems that a four-character signature is easily
recognized, while the incidence of correct pattern
recognition falls off with the ad dition of a fifth character. We tried this on a statistically small sample of
people and found it to be so. Electronically, four hexadecimal characters is sixteen bits. A few bits more or
less is not likely to complicate a shift register, but it
would have an adverse effect on the user. Sixteen
bits gives a detector failure rate of less than sixteen
parts per million (one in 65,535), adequate for most
purposes, so we settled on a four-character signature.
Since the signature offers no diagnostic information
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Fig.5. Probability of detecting errors for signature analysis
and transition counting as a function of the length of the data
sequence.n:16 for the PRBSgenerctor.
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It may be noted that the failure rate is actually somewhat higher, becausea counter of limited length will
overflow for long sequences,Ieaving someambiguity.
It can be shown that becauseof this overflow an n-bit
transition counter will never detect more than 1/2n
of all errors.
SignatureAnalysisversusTransitionCounting
We can now plot the probabilities of detecting any
error using a transition counterversusa PRBSgenerator (seeFiS. 5). It is interesting to note that the transition count method looks worst on single-bit errors,
exactly where the feedbackshift register never fails.
Overall the transition counter looks pretty good, detecting at least half of all errors, but even a one-bit
shift registercould do that. The four-bit PRBSgenerator used in earlier exampleswill always detect better
than (100-7}Ol2a):g3o1oof all errors. It seems con-
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hexadecimal characterc. Each character representsthe outputs of a group of four flip-flops as shown here.
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Fig.7. The l6Jlipllop

PRBSgenerator used in the 5004A Signature Analyzer.

whatsoever,but is purely go/no-go,the characterset
was not restricted, except to be readable. Numbers
are quite readablebut there are not enough of them.
Another consideration was that for an inexpensive
tool, seven-segmentdisplays are desirable.The chosen
characterset (Fig. 6) is easily reproduced by a sevensegment display and the alpha charactersare easily
distinguishable even when read upside down. A
further psychological advantageof this non-standard
f"funny hex") characterset is that it does not tempt
the user to try to translateback to the binary residue
in search of diagnostic information.
RegisterPolynomial
We have decided on a four-characterdisplay for a
sixteen-bit register, but it remains to select the feedback taps to guaranteea maximal length sequence.It
happens thaithis can be done in any of zoia ways.2
The computer industry uses two:

testing tend to repeat patterns at four and eight-bit
intervals. The chosen feedback equation is:
X16+X12+xe+X7+1,
which corresponds to the characteristic polynomial
P(x) : arol;1sa;12+x4+1.
This is an irreducible maximal length generator with
taps spaced unevenly (see Fig. 7). Our relatively
limited experience with this PRBS generator has
shown no problems with regard to the selection of
feedback taps. The test of time will tell; even the
CRC-16 generator seems to have fallen out of favor
with respect to that of SDLC after having served the
large-computer industry for well over a decade.E
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Easy-to-Use
Signature Analyzer
AccuratelyTroubleshootsComplex
Logic Circuits
It's a new tool for field troubleshootingof logic circuits to
the componentlevel.
by Anthony Y. Chan
gU NEW HEWLETT-PACKARD Model 5OO4A
I
Signature Analyzer (Fig. r) was designed to meet
the need for field troubleshooting of digital circuits
to the component level. The basic design goal was to
implement the signature analysis technique described in the preceding article in a compact, portable instrument with inputs compatible with the
commonly used logic families (TTL and 5V CMOS).
The 50044 is a service tool. It receives signals from
the circuit under test, compressesthem, and displays
the result in the form of digital signatures associated
with data nodes in the circuit under test. The signature analyzer does not generate any operational signal for circuit stimulus, depending instead on the circuit being tested to have built-in stimulus capability.
The analyzer is capable of detecting intermittent
'TI

faults. Its built-in self-test function increases user
confidence and its diagnostic routine allows quick,
easy troubleshooting with another 5004A if the
instrument fails.
The signature analyzer's data probe is also a logic
probe similar to the HP 545A Logic Probe.l The lamp
at the probe tip turns bright for a logic 1 , turns off for a
logic 0, and goes dim when the input is opencircuited or at a bad level fthird state).
What's Inside
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the signature analyzer.
During normal operation, the level detectors receive
trains ofstart, stop, and clock control signals from the
circuit under test and transmit them to the edge select
switch. The edge select switch allows the user to

Fig. 1. Model 50044 Signature
Analyzer is a new tool for fieldtroubleshooting of digital circuits
to the component level. (The circulls rnusl be designedfor srgnature analysisand must have builtin stimulus.)The5004Agets start,
stop,and clock inputsvia its pod,
shownhere in the foreground,and
data inputs via its data probe,
which doubles as a logic probe.

Main Assembly
a;;;;

Unstable
Signaturg
lndi€lo,i
Di,agnostl'o
Logic
LeY6l
lndiJlator

Fig. 2. Model 50044 Signature
Analyzerblock diagram. The last
16 bits remaining in the PRBS
generator when the stop signal
occurs are loaded into the display
latch and displayed as four
hexadecimal characters.

choose the polarity of signal transitions that the instrument will respond to. The gate control receives
the selected control signals from the edge select
switch and generates a gated measurement window
(gate on) for the pseudorandom generator; it also
turns the gate light on. The measurement window is
the period between valid start and stop signals, and
its length is measured in clock cycles (seeFig. 3). The
minimum possible window length is one clock cycle.
The data probe translates voltages measured at circuit nodes into three logic states (logic l,logic 0, and
bad state) and transfers them to the data latch. The
latch further translates the data, from three logic
levels to two, at selected clock edges.* At each clock
time, the data latch will pass a 1 or 0 level but will
remain latched to the previous state if the input is in
the bad state. The data latch may be the end of the road
for some data because the pseudorandom generator
accepts data only during the measurement window
(gate on). Once data enters the pseudorandom
generator, it is shifted in synchronism with the clock
until the end of the measurement window. The last 16
bits remaining in the generator at gate-off time are
loaded into the display latch and then output in the,
form of four non-standard hexadecimal charactersthe signature. The display latch keeps the signature

on until the end of the next measurement window,
when the display is updated with new information.
The signature will be stable as long as the measurement window and the data received within the window are repeatable.

lmportanceof Setupand Hold Times
Frequencyresponseis one of the most important
parameters in a test instrument. In the case of the

Positive Edges Selected for srARr, srop, and cLocK

cLocKJ,

Fig, 3. Ihe measurementwindow rs an integral number of
clock cycles. One cycle is the mtntmumlength.

*Theproberecognizes
threelogicstatesinstead
of onlytwo because
0f its logic-probe
function.
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Line A

Flg.4. Delays through probe and
pod channelsare matched so that
hold time (the time that input data
must remain stable after a clock
edge) is non-positive. Setup
time (the time that input data
must be stable before a clock
edge) is typically 7 ns.

signatureanalyzer,two other factors,data setup time
and hold time, are very important as well. Data setup
time is the interval for which data must be stable
beforethe selectedclock edgeoccurs.Hold time is the
interval for which data must remain stable after the
selectedclock edge. Assuming a signature analyzer
requiring 30 ns setup time and 10 ns hold time is used
to test a circuit, then the logic of the circuit under test
must be stablefor at least 30 ns beforethe active clock
edge and the logic must remain stable for 10 ns after
the clock edge; otherwise, ambiguous readings may
result. The setup and hold times limit the speedof the
analyzer.
It is not easy for a high-speed circuit to guarantee
that its logic will remain stable for some period of
time after every active clock edge.The 50044 design
goal was to be able to operatewith reasonablyshort
data setup time and non-positive hold time to
minimize ambiguities.
Dataand clock signalsarereceivedand transmitted
to the data latch through the data probe, receiver,
edge select switch, and cables (Fig. a). There is one
time delay for the data signal going through the data
probe, cable,and receivers(line A), and another time
delay for the clock pulses going through the wire and
edge select switch into the data latch (line B). Every
component, and thereforethe time delays,may differ
from unit to unit because of manufacturing tolerances.To guaranteea non-positive hold time, eliminateraceconditions, and be reproducible in a production environment, the minimum delay of line A must
be equal to or longer than the maximum delay of line
B (te-i, > ts-o).Also desired is a minimum setup
time T, : tA.o - tBrn,n.
One way to achieve short setup time is to have
identical circuitry in the data and clock channels,so
propagationdelayscancel eachother. Circuitry in the
data probe is very similar to that in the pod. The
receiversin both channelsare identical and sharethe
sameIC chip. The edgeselectswitch in the clock line
has very little delay. The symmetry results in a good
match between the two signal lines, but to
insure that ta-1o ) tB-o, there is a delay circuit in
line A, and the cablelength of line B is shorter.Thus it
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is possibleto guaranteehold time less than 0 ns and
setup time less than 15 ns (7 ns typical).
Input lmpedance
Sincethe 5004A is a test instrument, it is important
that its inputs do not load or condition the circuit
under test. It is generally true that high input impedance reduces loading. But, how high can the input
impedance be before other effects causeproblems?
Let's study a few casesof high-impedanceinput in
a synchronousdevice (Fig. 5). Fig. 5a showsthe result
of the input data's changing from a logic 1 to a third
state at clock 1. The input voltage is pulled toward
ground by the pull-down resistance.The difference
between the solid line and the dotted line is the differenceof node capacitance(C) and pull-down resistance (R)tolerances.Depending on the clock rate and
the RC difference,the result at clock 2 can be either a
logic 0 or a third state. The same thing in reverse
happens in caseB. In caseC, the input data is changing to an intermediate level (-1.4V). When the data
changesfrom a logic 1 to the third state,the input is
pulled towards 1.4V. The result at clock 2 is in the
third state no matter what the RC time constant is.
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Flg.5. 50044 input impedance is returned to 1.4Vto eliminate
ambiguities caused by input RC tolerances. Here are three
possib/e resultsof the input data's changing from a 0 or 1 at
clock 1 to a third stateat clock 2. Thesolid and dotted linesare
for different values of input RC. ln (a), the input at clock 2 can
be seen as a /ogic zero or athird state,depending on thevalue
of RC. (b) ls lhe reverse of (a). ln (c), with the input returned to
1.4V, the resu/f is always a third state.

There are two other advantages to returning the input
impedance to 1.4V. First, there is less voltage swing,
and almost equal swings for both logic 1 and logic 0
states. Second, the logic probe open-input requirement is met.
Very high input impedance may cause problems
even for a non-clocked device. It introduces threshold
errors because of the offset bias current of the input
amplifier, and the leakage current of the three-state
bus might change the measured voltage. After study
and calculation, we chose 50 kO to 1.4V as the input
impedance and return voltage for the 50044 inputs.
50 kO is large enough not to load TTL and most 5V
CMOS logic families, and small enough not to cause
excessive offset voltage with typical leakage currents
on a three-state bus.
Cohstruction
The 5004A Signature Analyzer is constructed in a
lightweight, rugged case.A hand-held data probe and
a small rectangular pod are connected to the instrument by cables (Fig. r). Inside the main case are the
edge select circuit, gate control, data latch, pseudorandom generator, display latch, signature displays,
signature comparator, self-test stimulus generator,
and power supply shown in Fig. z. All the electronics
and mechanical components are mounted on a single
printed circuit board assembly sandwiched inside
two shells held together with four screws. On the
front panel are four large seven-segment displays. A
light to the left of the display shows gate (measurement window) activity while one on the right indicates unstable signature. Six pushbutton switches

control power on/off, start, stop, and clock edge
polarities, a hold mode for single cycle events or
freezing the signature, and a self-test mode. Start,
stop, clock, and data test sockets on the right-hand
side of the front panel are for self-test and diagnostic
setup. A soft pouch mounted on top of the instrument
stores the data probe, pod, and necessaryaccessories
when not in use.
Data Probe
The active data probe is a hand-held probe. Its main
function is to accept tip logic information with
minimum tip capacitance. The input signal is connected to two comparators through voltage dividers
and an RC network (see Fig. 6). The voltage divider
R1-R2 is terminated at 1.4V, which guarantees an
open input at a bad level and eliminates the potential
ambiguity, discussed earlier, resulting from RC tolerances.
Input overload protection is provided by on-chip
clamp diodes and the external network R1 and CR1.
C1 provides a bypass for fast transitions. R3, R5, and
RO set up voltage referencesfor comparators A and B.
Two comparators are needed to measure the three
logic states-1, 0, and bad level. The high-speed
differential-in/differential-out
comparators translate
the input voltage into digital signals and transmit
them to the main instrument through twisted pairs. A
single-contact pushbutton switch on the data probe
resetsthe pseudorandom generator, state control, and
displays.
Pod
The thin, rectangular pod houses three identical

tlolherboard
A*embly
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Fig. 6. Simplified 5004A data
probe schematic.

\
q
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channels for start, stop, and clock control inputs. The
input wires can be directly plugged into any 0.03inch round socket or connected to a "grabber" that
can hook onto almost any test pin and is particularly
good for IC pins. Each of the control channels is very
similar to the circuitry in the data probe to match
propagation delays. In fact, delay match is the major
function of the pod.
In each channel of the pod is a comparator of the
same type as those in the data probe. One of the
comparator inputs is connected to voltage divider
R1-R2-R3 while the other input is connected to 1.4V
along with R3; this increasesinput hysteresis and sets
the input threshold (Fig. z). The impedance of R1R2-R3 is the same as the impedance of the data probe
(50 kO);termination at the same voltage level further
improves matching.
Protection against input overload is provided by
internal clamp diodes in the comparator IC and by
external network R1, R2, and CR1. R1 damps the
ringing generated by the inductance of the input wire.
C1 provides a bypass for fast transitions.
UnstableSignature
An intermittent fault is one of the biggest problems
in electronic repair. The fault comes and goes, and in
most cases does not stay long enough for positive
detection. Signature analysis can detect such faults if
they occur within a measurement window. However,
the operator may not receive the message if the measurement cycle time is too short.
The random-access memory (RAM) in the main
assembly of the 5004A continuously writes and reads
the display information from the display Iatch at the
display scan rate. During each scan cycle, the signature comparator compares the signature stored in the
RAM with the one in the display latch, and turns on
the unstable signature light on the front panel when
any difference exists. This light is stretched for 100
ms to allow recognition. The comparison is done on a

1?

Fig. 7. Simplified schematic of
one channel of the 5004A input
pod.

sampled basis and not each time a new signature is
developed, so the unstable signature detector works
most of the time, but not 1OO%.Errors occurring in a
very short measurement cycle may not always be detected by the relatively slow-scanning comparator.

Hold Mode
The hold mode works closely with the stop signal.
If the hold switch on the front panel is pushed in, the
hold mode will be entered at the end of the measurement window, freezing the signature display and
preventing the gate control from starting a new cycle.
Hold mode is particularly useful for testing singleshot events like the start-up sequence of a system.

Self Test
It is important for a user to know that a test instrument is in good working condition before it is used to
test anything. The 5004A has a built-in self-test function that gives a quick, accurate check of the instrument. Pressing the self-test switch on the front panel
energizes the self-testROM, which interrupts the display update and generates a special programmed
stimulus of start, stop, clock, and data signals to the
test sockets on the front panel. With the start, stop,
and clock control inputs connected to the conesponding test sockets and the data probe to the data
test socket on the front panel, and with positive edges
selected for the start, stop, and clock inputs, the signature analyzer performs the self test. When a good
working 5004A is tested, its gate light flashes, the
unstable signature light blinks, the logic light at the
data probe tip flashes, and the signature displays
3 9 5 1 , 2 P 6 1 , B B B Ba n d t h e n r e p e a t s .P u s h i n g t h e h o l d
switch in turns the gate light off and the signature
d i s p l a y s B B B B ,3 9 5 1 , o r 2 P 6 1 . .T h e s e l f - t e s t r o u t i n e
tests the entire instrument except the clock edge
select circuit and the ground wire at the pod input.

SPECIFICATIONS
HPModel5004ASignature
Analyzer
DISPLAY:
SIGNATURE
; Four-digithexadecimal.
Characters0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,4,C,F,H,P,U.
GATE UNSTABLEINDICATORS:Panel lights.Stretching:100 ms.
PROBE-TIPINDICATOR:Light indicateshigh, low, bad-level,and pulsing
states.Minimumpulsewidth:10 ns. Stretching:50 ms.
PROBABILITYOF CLASSIFYINGCORRECTDATA STREAMAS CORRECT:
10eh.
PROBABILITYOF CLASSIFYINGFAULTY OATA STREAMAS FAULTY:
99.998%.
MINIMUMGATE LENGTH:1 cl@k cycle.
MINIMUMTIMINGBETWEENGATES (lrom last STOP to next START):1 clek
cycle.
DATA PROBE:
I N P U TI M P E D A N C E :
50 k() to 1.4V,nominal.Shuntedby 7 pF, nominal.
THRESHOLD:
L o g i co n e : 2 . 0 V+ . 1 , . 3
Logiczero:0.8V +.3, -.2

Analyzeris designedfortroubleFig.8. The5004ASignature
shootingwith another5004Ashouldthe self test reveala
position
fault.Slidingthe r,'tonusravtcE
switchto the sERvtcE
opensthethreefeedbackloopsin theinstrument.
DiagnosticRoutine
When an unexpected result during self test indicates a fault, troubleshooting and repafu are required.
The 5004A was designed with signature analysis in
mind. It can be tested with another 5004A. The instrument's top cover can be easily removed by removing four hold-down screws on the bottom and loosening two heat sink mounting screws on the back. All
the components in the instrument's main case are
then exposed for testing. The failing instrument is
placed in self-testmode and the start, stop, clock, and
ground inputs of a known good 5004A are connected
to the test sockets located on the ieft side of the
printed circuit board in the main case. Probing the
circuit nodes with the data probe, reading the signatures on the analyzing 5004A, and comparing them
with those printed on the schematic is an easy and
almost error-free way of determining the quality of a
circuit node. Once a faulty node is found, the source
of the problem can be easily located with standard
backtracing techniques.
When the fault is in a feedback loop, any single
fault will causeall the nodes within the loop to appear
bad. To pinpoint the fault, the loop must be opened.
There are three feedback loops in the signature
analyzer, and a slide switch (NoRN.4/sERVICEI
on the left
of the main printed circuit board is provided for opening them (Fig. e). Sliding the switch to the sERVrcE
position opens all three loops.
The diagnostic routine works on the entire instrument except the power supply, the ECL circuits in the
data probe and pod, and their interface circuits.@
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SETUPTIME: 15 ns, with 0.lV over-drive.(Datato be validat least 15 ns before selected clock edge.)
HOLDTll\4E:0ns (Datato be held untiloccurrenceof selectedclock edge.)
GATINGINPUT L{NES:
START,STOP,CLOCK INPUTS.
Inputlmpedane: 50 kO to 1.4V,nominal.Shuntedby 7 pF, nominal.
Threshold:1.4V =.6 (.2V hysteresis,typical).
START,STOP INPUTS:
SETUPTIME:25 ns. (STABT,STOP to be validat leasl25 ns beforeselected
clockedge.)
HOLDTIME:0 ns. (START,STOPlo be held untiloccurrenceof selectedclock
edge.
CLOCK INPUTI
MAXIMUN,|
CLOCK FREQUENCY:10 MHz.
MINIMUMCLOCKTIME IN HIGH OR LOW STATE:50 ns,
OVERLOAD PROTECTION:All inputs t150V continuous,1250V intermittent,
250vac for'1 min.
Humidity:95% RH at 40'C;
OPERATINGENVIAONMENTT
Temperature:0-55'C;
Altitude:4,600 m.
120 Vac. +5%. 1O'k,48-440Hz.
POWERREOU|REMENTS:100/
22Ol 24OVac, +5o/o-10o/., 48-66 Hz.
15 VA Max.
W E I G H T :N e t :2 . 5 k g , 5 . 5 l b s .S h i p p i n g7: . 7 k g , 1 7 l b s .
OVERALLDIMENSIONS:90 mm high x 2'15mm wide x 300 mm deep (3% in x
512in x 12 in). Dimensionsexcludetilt bale, probes,and pouch.
PRTCElN U.S.A.:$990.
MANUFACTURING
OIVISION:SANTA CLARA DIVISION
530'l Stevens Creek Boulevard
Santa Clara, Calilornia 95050 U.S.A.

Anthony Y. Chan
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MSEEdegreef romCalifornia
State
Universityat San Jose in 1974.
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the lC chip for the 5464 Logic
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Kong,Tony now livesin SunHe's married
nyvale,California.
and has two children.Havingjust
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projects.
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andfurniture-building
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Signature Analysis-Concepts,
Examples,and Guidelines
Guidelines
for the designerare developedbasedon
experiencein attemptingto retrofitexistingproductsfor
signatureanalysisand the successfulapplicationof
signatureanalysisin a new voltmeter.
by Hans J. Nadig
,T, Un POWER OF SIGNATURE ANALYSIS as a
field troubleshooting technique is amply demI
onstrated by the analysis presented in the article on
page 2 of this issue. The technique can even pinpoint
the 2oo/oor so of failures that are "soft" and therefore
difficult to find, taking 7o-Boo/oof troubleshooting
and repair time. Soft failures include those that occur
only at certain temperatures or vibration levels. They
may be related to noise performance or marginal
design, such as race conditions that occur only when
the power supply voltage is lowbut still within specifications. Or they may occur only when the user gives
the machine a certain sequence of commands.
Signature analysis is applicable to complex instruments using microprocessors and high-speed algorithmic state machines. Yet it is simple enough so
that the user of a product may be able to apply it
nearly as well as more highly trained field service
personnel.
Having recognized the power of signature analysis,
we first attempted to apply it to existing products,
including computers, CRT terminals, and the digital
portions of microwave test equipment. We soon recognized that either the circuits had to be altered or the
signature analysis approach would be no better than
earlier methods. After some experience we were able
to define rules for making a product compatible with
signature analysis. These rules, summarized on page
1.8,are guidelines for the designer. Following them
helps assure that a product will be simple and inexpensive to troubleshoot by the signature analysis
method.
How We Got Started
A good way to demonstrate the advantages of signature analysis and the requirements for applying it
successfully is to describe what happened when we
first tried it a few years ago.
With a prototype signature analyzer we set out to
apply the technique to various Hewlett-Packard instruments, We first attacked a CRT terminal with microprocessor control and ROM and RAM storage, in-
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cluding some dynamic memories.
The built-in self-test mode of the terminal displayed a certain test pattern on the CRT and flashed
the cursor al a 21/z-Hzrate. Taking advantage of this
self test as a stimulus, and using the most significant
address bit to start and stop the measurement, we
soon recognized that these signals did not provide a
stable measurement window, Some portions of the
terminal operated on an interrupt basis, so the
number of clock periods varied within the START-STOI
window. Needless to say, the data stream changed,
too. Next we concentrated our efforts on one section.
the memory. To test it, we wanted to force the microprocessor into a mode in which all the memory locations were addressed. but to do this. we were forced to
cut the data bus. Fortunately, we could separate the
microprocessor from the data bus by using an extender board and cutting the lines there. Grounding a few
lines and pulling some other lines high caused the
microprocessor to repeatedly execute one instruction
that automatically incremented the address each cycle, effectively stepping up through the whole address field. Fig 1 shows how this can be done for an
8080 microprocessor.
At this point we realized that the microprocessor,
the clock, and the power supply were the heart of the
product. We decided to call this the "kernel" (Fig. z).
By verifying the proper operation of these parts first
we could then expand and test additional portions of
the circuitry. With the free-running microprocessor
exercising the control and address lines, we were able
to test the address bus , the ROMs, and the data bus. As
a srARr and stop signal the most significant bit of the
address bus was used, allowing us to check all the
ROM locations. Since a number of RAMs were also
affected, we applied a grounded jumper wire to force
the enable line to the RAMs low; this was necessary to
get stable signatures, since the RAMs did not contain
a defined data pattern, and if addressed, randomly
altered the information on the data bus.
Here, then, were our first lessons:feedbock loops
couse problems unless opened; circuits not relsted to

tialfor high-speedtesting. Fortunately,this is easyto
accomplish in most microprocessordesigns, even
those with the newer types of microprocessorsthat
use asynchronoushandshake lines to gate information in and out. Although it might seem at first that
signatureanalysisis not applicable in such a case,the
problem of asynchronous operation can be eliminated if the handshakelines are used to clock the data
into the analyzer.Also, when this is done third-state
conditions are no longer a problem becauseat the
time of the "data valid" signal the data is either high
or low. Thus a seemingly asynchronoussystem can
behaveas a synchronous systemas seenby the troubleshooting tool, the signature analyzer.

1o-k()PullupResistors
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Fig. 1. fo be an effective troubleshooting technique, signature analysismust be designed into a prcduct. For example,
for atestof the addresslinesof a microprocessor,there
should
be a switch that opens the data bus and forces the microprocessor to free run. Theaddress lines can then be checked
and can a/so be used as control in}uts to the sionature
analyzer.

the test must be disabled.
SynchronousOperationNecessary
It would be ideal if one setup would allow troubleshooting most parts of an instrument. The synchronization signal with the highest rate would be
connected to the clock input of the signature
analyzer.
Our display terminal uses a number of different
frequencies,from 21 MHz down to Lr/t Hz. A ripple
counter divides the frequencies down. Trying to
characterizethe divider chain showed us unstable
signatures for every node after the first stage. The
reasonwas that the circuits operatedasynchronously
with as much as 500 ns skew from the first to the last
stage.Lowering the clock frequency to about 2 MHz
by removing the crystal from the oscillator, we were
able to define stablesignaturesfor the counter chain.
However, one measurementlastbd 10 seconds,and to
verify whether it was stable or not we had to have at
Ieast two complete measurements.An alternative to
reducing the clock frequencywas a new test setupfor
the slower parts of the divider. However, it is always
wise to minimize the number of necessarysetups.
So we learnedthatsynchronousoperotionis essen16

Needfor Designed-lnCapability
An interesting possibility is that of measuring all
the possible fault conditions at a central node by
inducing faults into a good circuit and recording the
correspondingsignaturesat the central node in a signature fault table. Testing the central node then tells
the whole story of whether the instrument is in working condition or not. If it fails, the fault table indicates
where the error is and sometimeseven which part has
to be replaced.
In the case of the terminal, an ideal central node
seemedto be the video signal. Every data and control
line is ultimately concentratedin one node containing all the information to scana dot acrossthe screen.
Using the terminal's self-testfeatureasa stimulus, we
chosethe new-frame trigger signal as our srARTand
STOPinputs. But for some reason we could not get
stable signatures,which meant that the data stream
between the two gate signals was not the same for
each frame.
The culprits were two signals that occurred at a
much slower rate than the 60 Hz for the frames.The
blinking signals for the 2lz-Hz cursor and for the
Ue-Hz enhancementwere changing the characteristic data stream for the frames. Not until we disabled
the signal generatorsfor the blinking did we get stable
signatures.
If parts of the circuit are being disabled the comprehensivenessof the test is reduced. In this casethe
designercould have provided the necessarysetup to
do a complete test. But after the design is frozen
without signatureanalysisin mind it is hard to apply
it successfully.Ifthe window for signatureanalysisis
selectedso that the slowest blinker is the trigger for
srARTand stop, it is possibleto createa stablesignature or, in other words, a repeatabledata stream.
The characterizationof the RAM required special
attention. A defined pattern had to be loaded into the
memories before useful signatures were obtained at
the outputs. By using several jumpers to enable the
write cycle and the ROM outputs, then switching into

Fig.2. Signature analysis test procedures shou/d verify the
operation of key portionslhe "kernel"---of a product first,
then use the kernel to test other circuits.A typical kernel might
conslst o/ microprocessor, clock, power supply, and one or
more read-only memories.
a read mode for the RAM and disabling

the ROM, we

effectively loaded the content of the ROMs into the
RAMs. After that, valid readings were obtainableand
it was possibleto trace down a bad RAM component.
Having tested and characterizedabout 30% of the
digital boards,we next concenhatedour effortson the
large display memory. Testing this dynamic memory
was not easy,becauseit went through an asynchronous refresh cycle every 2 ms. Even adding more
jumper wires, we had to admit finally that without
cutting leads or altering the circuit we would not get
any satisfactoryresults.
Looking at the CRT terminal with the oscillator
crystal removed, with a cut-up extender board and
jumper wires clipped into the circuit here and there,
we learned the most important lesson: signoture
onolysis capabilityhas to be designedintothe circuit.
After that a number of additional products were
tested and the messageremained the same: retrofitting is not an effectiveapproach.On the other hand, it
became clear that the additional effort to make the
circuit signature-analysis-compatibleis indeed very
small if done at an early stage of the product development. Early, in this case,meansthe breadboard
stage.
Thoughtson lmplementation
The versatility of the signature analysis concept is
impressive.As long asthe data is valid at the selected
clock edge, and the stimulus is repeatable, many
parameterscan be selected.The window length, or
the n-umberof bits in the data stream, can be of any
value (100,000bits is not unusual).Any suitablesig17

nal can be selectedas the clock input, enabling the
designer to make seemingly asynchronous circuits
look as if they were synchronous.A major advantage
is that everything happens at normal speed.
The implementation of signature analysis into a
product is similar to designing a microprocessorinto
a product. In the latter case,the designerhas to learn
the instructions, and has to understand the advantages and the limitations of the microprocessor.Becauseof the learning curve, the first application will
most likely take more time than later designs. Also,
there is no cookbook approach to a microprocessor
design becausethere are no two situations alike. The
designermakes decisionsbased on the evaluation of
power consumption, cost,size,reliability, and so on.
The same is true for the implementation of signature analysis. The design engineer must understand
the function of each component and create a test
stimulus that testseachfunction totally. Simply exercising a node may not be enough. Even a component
as simple as an ANDgate may have stableand correct
input and output signaturesand still be bad, asshown
in Fig. 3. Similar cautionsapply to any test method, of
course. The designer must be careful to test completely the function o/ the smollestreploceobleport.
Serviceabilityis an additional algorithm. If the service algorithm is taken into considerationat an early
stage of the development, the application will be
easier,and the additional cost for hardware, test program memory space,and development time will be
offset by shorter test times in production. Also, the
warranty serviceand repair costswill be much lower.
Later in an actual example,we will seehow even the
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Fig. 3. fhe test stimulus should test each component
thoroughly. Otherwise a circuit, such as this ANDgate, can
have stable and correct signatures at each input and output
node and stillbe bad. For example,input B or C mighthavean
open bonding wire inside the lC, but ln thls case the error is
masked bv inout D. Careful test stimulus desion avoids thls.

factory cost can be lowered in spite of needing some
extra components, because the whole circuit could be
placed on a single large board, while for the traditional board swap service approach, the circuit would
have been divided into a number of easy-to-replace
subassemblies, which would have required more
connectors and hardware to hold the boards in place.

Designer Guidelines for Applying
Signature Analysis to
Microprocessor-BasedProducts
General Guidelines
r Make a full commitmentto use signatureanalysisat the
definitionstageof the product.
r Evaluatethe trade-offs, such as increased factory costs
versus lower test time in productionand lower warranty
and repaircost in the field.Otherfactorsthatmightinfluence
the decisionarewarrantycostgoal,profit,costof fieldrepair,
acceptabledowntime,the cost of alternativeserviceprocedureslike board exchangeprograms,the topographyof
the serviceorganization,
and the extracost for customsif
the parts have to be shipped back and forth acrosscountry
ooroers.
r Familiarize
yourselfwiththesignature
analysisservicephilosophy and allowsome extratime for the design.
r Startto prove the basic workingof signatureanalysisat the
breadboardstage,beforelayingout printedcircuitboards.
r Teamup withthe serviceengineerwho willwritethe manual
for the product.Do it at an earlystage, beforethe first prototype is finished.
r lf you hope for some benefitfor productiontesting,get the
productionengineerinvolvedduring your definitionof the
test stimulusand the methodof connectingthe signature
analyzer.
r As a designengineer,be awarethatthevolumeof the necessary documentationcan be minimizedby selectingthe
appropriatepartitioning
of thetestedsectionsin the product.

Signature Analysis and the Service Engineer
How would a service engineer use signature analysis if a product failed? The assumption is made that
the signature analysis method is designed into the
product. Instructions on the schematic or in the service manual show how to switch the product into the
diagnostic mode and how to connect the signature
analyzer to the device under test. Each node on the
schematic is marked with a signature (Fig. ). With
the aid of the schematic the service engineer first
reads the output signatures ofthe device undertest, If
they are bad, he traces back to a point in the circuit
where a good signature appears at the input side of a
component and a bad one at the output side. This is
called backtracing.
Some understanding of the components in a digital
schematic is essential. The direction of the data flow
is important but no special knowledge about the actual function of the assembly is required. So, one
advantage of the signature analysis service method is
that less training is needed to learn to do fault tracing.
We can even go a step further and develop a troubleshooting tree without the use of a schematic. A
picture of the physical board with signatures at the
pins of IC's or components may be used instead (Fig.
5). This way the technician is not required to know
whether the circuit he is testing contains a complex
storage device or simply a gate. One suggestion is to
print the signatures onto the printed circuit board
itself, with arrows indicating the signal flow. Another
is to print a test template that is attached to the component side of the circuit board when service is required (seeFig. 6). Holes in the appropriate locations,
signatures, and other instructions printed on the
template guide the service person to the faulty node.

Technical Rules
r The stimulusfor troubleshootingcomes from within the
product.The selttest stimuluscan frequentlybe used.
r Provideif possiblea free-runningrepeatablestimulusfor
continuouscycling.
r Testednodes are to be in a valid and repeatablestateat the
time of the selectedclock edge for triggering.
r Provide easy access to the srART,srop, and ctocK test
pornts.
r Feedbackloopsmust be capableof beingopened.Onlyan
open-endedtest allowsbacktracing.
r The test program or stimulusshould exercisewrthinthe
srnnr-sropwindow
allthe functionsthatare usedin the instrument,althoughit is not necessaryto performa meaningful
ooeration.
r Providea controlledtest stimulusto interruptlines,open
connectors,and signalsthat are normallyasynchronous.

The 3455A Voltmeter-an Example
The first HP instrument using signature analysis is
the 3455A Digital Voltmeterl (Fig. z). The digital portion of this instrument is quite extensive. It is microprocessor controlled and contains an elaborate self-test
program stored in ROM. If the self test fails, a jumper
inside the enclosure is removed, breaking feedback
Ioops and enabling the self-test program, which is
then used to troubleshoot the instrument.
Signature analysis influenced other factors that
make this voltmeter easier to troubleshoot down to
the component level. The entire digital portion is on a

Additional Guidelines
Verifythe heartor kernelof the instrumentfirst.The kernel
may consistof the power supply,the clock generator,and
the microprocessor.
Then,use this centralpartto createthe
stimulusfor the oerioheralcircuits,
I
ROMsmay be used to writethe stimulusprogram.
I
Divide the circuit into well defined portions,Severaltest
setupsmay be necessary,
A v o i d t h e u s e o f c i r c u i t s w i t h n o n - r e p e a t a b l ed e l a y s
(e.9.one-shotmultivibrators)
withinthe test loop,
Avoid, if possible, the third-statecondition of a rnreestatenode duringthe measurement
cycle,
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Flg.4. An example of an annotated schematic, showing correct
signalures at various circuit
nodes.

single board. The elimination of connectors and a
multitude of smaller subassembliesnot only reduced
production cost, but also made all the parts easily
accessiblefor testing without special extender
boards.
Someextra design time, a few more ROM locations,
and the extra jumper wire were the price paid for
serviceability.A cost evaluation verified that the pro-
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duction cost was lowered. The extra design time
amounted to approximately 1% of the overall development time.
Besidesthe design engineer, the service engineer
who wrote the service manual made an important
contribution to the successful application of signature analysis. He learned the internal algorithms of
the product almost as well as the designer. Because
there was no precedent to fall back on, he used a
number of innovative ideas. which have been well
acceptedby the field engineers.
The servicemanual guidesthe servicepersonto the
fault within a very short time. The manual contains a
troubleshooting tree that, combined with annotated
schematics and graphs of board layouts, leads directly to the bad node. In somecasesthe manual gives
instructions as to which IC to replace.In other cases
the use of a logic probe, which may be the 5004A
SignatureAnalyzer's data probe, may be required. A
current sensor helps to find short circuits between
tracesor to ground and is particularly helpful if a long
bus line should fail. A portion of the 3+5sA Voltmeter
troubleshooting tree is shown in Fig. 8.
The first test checks the kernel, which consists of
the microprocessor,the clock circuit, the power supply, and a number of external gates. After proper
functioning of the kernel is verified, the test setup is
changed(one control input of the signature analyzer
is moved to another pin) and the remaining portions
of the circuit are tested.
A special portion of the ROM control loads and
readstheRAMs. Someasynchronousportions require
a third test setup. Again, the connection of the srART
wire is simply moved to the next pin designatedfor
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this purpose and troubleshooting can continue.
It is obvious that proper documentationis essential.
The 34554 manual shows,for eachtest setup,a picture of the board. Only the signaturesrelated to that
particular test are given. This helps to direct the effort
towards the important areason the board. Interrupt
signals are simulatedby the ROM program so they

Fig.7. Model 3455A SystemVoltmetells the flrst HP instrument designed for troubleshooting with the 5004A Signature
Analyzer.
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occur repeatedly at the same spot within a window
and stable signaturesresult.
When all the signaturesseemto be bad, the question ariseswhether the test setup itself is correct.The
50044 Signature Analyzer's self-test feature can be
used to check it for proper operation. Each test setup
can then be tested by touching Vcc with the b004A
probe. If this characteristic signature is correct, it
meansthat the START
and Srop channelsare triggered
at the correct moments and that the number of clock
pulses within the measurementwindow is correct.It
also tells the user that the switches on the signature
analyzer are set correctly, and that all the jumpers,
switches, and control buttons in the voltmeter are set
to the right position. Thus the confidencelevel is very
high at the beginning of a test routine.
A conclusion drawn from this application is as
follows: successis assuredif the service engineer
works closely with the design engineer. This also
savestime at the end of the development phase becausethe service engineer is fully aware of the new
product's internal operation. It also forces the designer to think about serviceability.
The fact that signature analysis is built into the
3455A Voltmeter not only made serviceability but
also final testing on the production line much easier.
The signature analyzer is now a standard piece of
equipment on the production line.
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PersonalCalculatorAlgorithmsl:
SquareRoots
A detaileddescilptionof the algorithmused in HewlettPackardhand-heldcalculatorsto computesquareroofs.
by WilliamE. Egbert
all Hp personal
D EGINNINGWITH THE HP-3s,1,2
|.l calculators have used essentially the same algorithms for computing complex mathematicalfunctions in their BCD (binary-coded decimal) microprocessors.While improvementshave been made in
newer calculators,3the changeshave affectedprimarily
special casesand not the fundamental algorithms.
This article is the first of a series that examines
these algorithms and their implementation, Each
article will present in detail the methods used to
implement a common mathematical function. For
simplicity, rigorous proofs will not be given, and
special casesother than those of particular interest
will be omitted.
Although tailored for efficiency within the environment of a special-purposeBCD microprocessor,the
basic mathematical equations and the techniques
usedto transform and implement them are applicable
to a wide range of computing problemsand devices.
The SquareRoot Algorithm
This article will discussthe algorithm and methods
used to implement the square root function.
The core of the square root algorithm is a simple
approximation technique tailored to be efficient
using the instructionsetof a BCDprocessor,The technique is as follows:
l,/x is desired
1..Guessan answer o
2. Generateo2
3.FindR:x-o2
4. If the magnitudeof R is sufficiently small,o : \,&.
5. If R is a positive number,o is too small.
If R is a negativenumber,a is too big.
6. Dependingon the result of step b, modify o and
return to step 2.
The magnitude of R will progressivelydecreaseuntil
the desired accuracy is reached.
This procedure is only a rough outline of the actual
square root routine used. The first refinement is
to avoid having to find o2 andx-o2 each time o is
changed.This is done by finding o one decade at a
time. In other words, find the hundreds digit of o,
then the tens digit, the units digit, and so on. Once
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the hundreds digit is found, it is squared and subtracted from x, and the tens digit is found. This process,however,is not exactly straightforward,so some
algebra is in order,
The following definitions will be used:
x : the number whose square root is desired
o : most significant digit(s) of Vx previously
computed
b = the next digit of Vx to be found
j : the power of 10 associatedwith b
Ra : x-o2, the current remainder
ot : the new o when digit b is added in its
(1)
ProperPlace.oi : o+(bx10t)
Ru : the portion of remainderRothat would be
(2)
removed by adding b to o. Ra : s1-a'
:
:234.
For example,letx
54756.Then Vx
Let o = 200.
b : the digit we are seeking (3, in this case)
j : 1 (the 10's digit is being computed)
Ro : 54756-(2OO)2:74756.
Note that o; and R6 will vary with the choice of b.
The process of finding VT one decade at a time
approachesthe value of VT from below. That is, at
any point in the computation,o sV-x. Consequently,
Ro>0.
With this in mind it is easy to see that for any
decadej, the value of b is the largestpossibledigit so
that
Ro-R5>0
or
(31
Ru < Ro.
Using equations 7 and 2 we have
R6:[o+(bx10')]2-02.
Expanding and simplifying,
(4)
Ra : zubx 1oj+(bx 1oj)2.
Inserting ( ) into (3) yields the following rule for
finding digit b.
Digit b is the largestpossibledigit so that
(5)
z o b x r o i + ( b x 1 o i )<2 R o
When the digit that satisfiesequation 5 is found, a
new o is formed by adding bxtoi to the old o, the
decade counter (j) is decremented by l-, and a new
Ro is created;the new Ro is the old Ro minus R6.

give the value b for the next digit of o. Since multiplying both sides of an inequality by a positive constant doesnot changethe inequality, equations3 and
6 can be multiplied by the number 5.

Continuing the previous example,
x : 54756
j:7
a :2OO
x-e.2 :Ra:
7475O
Applying equation 5 to find b:

b

Rb:
2ab x 10i+(b x tOj)2

0
7
2
3
4

0
4100
8400
12900
77600

5R5< 5Ro
b

Ro-Ru

5Rb :
i:1

74756
10656
6356
1856
-2844

T h u s b : 3 , s i n c e b : 4 c a u s e so v e r d r a f t ,i . e . ,
Ro-Ro <0. The new o:200*3x101:230. The new
Ro:1856, the new j:0. With thesenew parameters,
the units digit can be found.
This processmay seemvaguely familiar, which is
not surprising since upon close inspection it turns
out to be the (usually forgotten) scheme taught in
gradeschool to find squareroots longhand. Of course,
trailing zeros and digits are not written in the longhand scheme.
To make this processefficient for a calculator, still
another refinement is needed.
(bxroilz can be expressedas a series,using the
fact that the squareof an integer b is equal to the sum
of the first b odd integers. Thus,
1bx rot)z : b2 x7o2i

i:1
For example,
(f xfO)z : 1x102i+3
x 1 0 2+i 5 x 1 0 2 i
:9X102i
Thus 2obx10t+&xtoj)z can be expressedas:
b
Z zax10'+(2i-1) x102,
i:1

or
b
Ru:22ax10,+(2i-1)xtozi
i:1

1oaxlot+o5x 1gzi,$:7
1 0 ax 1 0 j + 1 S x 7 } z i , b = 2
10ox10t+25X102i,b=3
Notice that the two-digit coefficient of 102i consists of (b-1) and a 5. These two digits will be expressedas (b-1)15 in succeedingequations.1(h is
formed by a simple right shift and does not change
between terms. If the sum defined in equation 7, as
b is incremented by 1, is subtracted from SRountil
overdraft occurs, the digit in the next-to-last digit
position is b. Best of all, it is in the exact position to form the next digit of a without further manipulation. Redoing the previous example may help
clarify matters.
Ra : 14756
j:1
a:2OO
73780
ffio:

b

2 a b x t o i+ ( b x r o ' ; 2 :

b becomesthe largestdigit so that 5R6<5Ro.
The new
SRois equal to the old SRominus 5R6,
These transformations may seem uselessuntil we
examine a few examples of the last term of the right
side of (7) for various values of b.

(6)

Now comesa key transformation in the squareroot
routine. It was shown earlier how inequality 3 will
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b

looxlot+(b-1)lsxrgzi

1
2
3
4

20500
27500
22500
23500
new value ofq
digits

5Ro-5R6
53280
37780
9280 new SRo
-74220 overdraft

Notice that when overdraft occurs the new value of
is
o already createdand the new value of 5Rocan be
found by restoring the previous remainder.
Decrementingthe value of j would cause,in effect,
(10ox 10')to shift right oneplace,and (b- 1) | s x ro2ito
shift right two places. The result is that the final 5
shifts one place to the right to make room for a new
digit. Continuing with the same example,
5 R o: 9 2 6 9
a :23O
j:0

b
1
2
3
4
c

10ox10i+(b-1)lsxrs2i
2305
23L5
2325
2335
2345
final o : \,'T

5Ro- sRb
6975
4660
2335
0 remainder
-2345 overdraft

For easeof understanding, the preceding example
treateda large positive number. A number in the calculator actually consistsof a mantissabetween 1 and
10 and an exponent.The problem is to find the square
root of both parts of this argument. Happily, if the
input exponent is an even number, the portion of the
answer resulting from it turns out to be the exponent
of the final answer and is simply the input exponent
divided by 2. Thus to find \&, the exponent of x is
first made even and the mantissa shifted to keep the
number the same. The exponent of Vx is found by
dividing the corrected input exponent by 2. The
method described above is then used to find the
squareroot of the shifted input mantissa,which (after
possibly being shifted) can be between t and too. The
result will then be between 1 and 10, which is the
range required for the mantissa of \&.
During the process of finding t& the remainder
Ro progressively decreases.To avoid losing accuracy, this remainder is multiplied by fOi after finding
each new digit b. This avoids shifting o at all, once
the squareroot extraction processbegins. A 1Z-digit
mantissa is generated, which insures accuracy to
-r1 in the tenth digit of the mantissa of fx
In summary, the computation of fE proceeds as
follows:
1. Generateexponent of answer.
2. Multiply mantissaby 5 to create original SRo

Hewleft-Packard
Company,1501PageMill
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3 . With an original a of 0,
scribed above to find 12
marftissaof the answei.
4 . Round the mantissa and
found previously.
5. Display the answer.
The calculator is now ready for

use the method deb digits to form the
attach the exponent

another operation.@
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